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Abstract The availability of annotated data (with as rich and \deep" annotation

as possible) is desirable in any new developments. Textual data are be-

ing used for so-called training phase of various empirical methods solving

various problems in the �eld of computational linguistics. While there

are many methods that use texts in their plain (or raw) form (in most

cases for so-called unsupervised training), more accurate results may be

obtained if annotated corpora are available. The data annotation itself

is a complex task. While morphologically annotated corpora (pioneered

by Henry Ku�cera in the 60's) are now available for English and other

languages, syntactically annotated corpora are rare. Inspired by the

Penn Treebank, the most widely used syntactically annotated corpus of

English, we decided to develop a similarly sized corpus of Czech with a

rich annotation scheme.

Keywords: corpora, treebanks, annotation schema, morphology, syntax, tectogram-

matical tree structures, Czech language

1. THE PRAGUE DEPENDENCY
TREEBANK

The Prague Dependency Treebank (PDT) has a three-level structure.

Full morphological annotation is done on the lowest level ([5], [6]). The

middle level deals with super�cial (surface) syntactic annotation ([1])

using dependency syntax; it is called the analytical level, and it is con-
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ceptually close to the level of syntactic annotation used in the Penn

Treebank ([16]). The highest level of annotation is the tectogrammati-

cal level, or the level of linguistic meaning (based on the framework of

Functional Generative Description, [21]).

The textual data used for the PDT task contain general newspaper

articles (60%; including but not limited to politics, sports, culture, hob-

bies, etc.), economic news and analyses (20%), popular science maga-

zines (20%), all selected from the Czech National Corpus (CNC, [4]).

We annotate the same texts on all three levels, but the amount of anno-

tated material decreases with the complexity of the levels1, from about

1.8 mil. tokens on the morphological level to about 1 mil. tokens on the

tectogrammatical level. SGML markup is used throughout as the data

interchange format2.

The PDT is a long-term project (1996-2000, now extended to 2004)

with two major phases. In the �rst phase, now completed, the �rst two

levels of annotation have been completed and made available; also the

speci�cation of the tectogrammatical level has been �nished3. During

the second phase, the tectogrammatical annotation will be completed

and released.

2. MORPHOLOGICAL LEVEL

The morphological analysis of an isolated4 word form produces a lem-

ma5 (or more in the case of a morphological ambiguity) and a combina-

tion of values of individual morphological categories. The combination

of those values is called a morphological tag (MTag); in other words, the

list of possible MTags together with corresponding lemmas represents the

output of the morphological analysis of the input word form. In a giv-

en context, just one pair (MTag, lemma) \�ts in"; the context-sensitive

process of selecting the �tting pair is called morphological annotation

(if it is done manually) or morphological tagging (if it is automatically).

In order to use the tags e�ectively in applications, and for uniformity,

we also follow the usual practice and assign \lemmas" and appropriate

\morphological" tags to punctuation.

1The decrease in the volume of the annotated material is dictated mostly by the technical

considerations related to intended applications and current evaluation metrics.
2Some annotation and processing tools do use a di�erent format internally.
3To the extent possible without the feedback of large scale annotation.
4I.e., regardless of context.
5A lemma is an identi�er of the underlying lexical unit, and it is usually represented by

a word (string of characters) corresponding to a usual dictionary headword for readability
(possibly complemented by a distinguishing number for homonymous or polysemous words).
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Thus on the morphological level of the PDT, a MTag and a lemma are

assigned to each token in the input data. The morphological annotation

of the PDT has been done semi-automatically. It is a two-step process:

�rst, the input text (Fig. 1.1) is processed automatically by the morpho-

logical analyzer ([6]), resulting in a list of possible (lemma, MTag) pairs

for each input token (Fig 1.2, SGML markup <MMl>, <MMt>). Then,

manual disambiguation yields the desired unique pair (Fig 1.3, SGML

markup <l>, <t>). Currently, Czech MTags are de�ned as a concate-

nation of 15 morphological categories and each morphological category

corresponds to precisely one position. For instance, the part of speech

\sits" in the 1st position, gender in the 3rd, case in the 5th, etc. For

example, the MTag NNFS6-----A---- represents a singular (S) feminine

(F) general (N) noun (N) in the locative case (6), without (negative) pre�x

(A)6. A detailed description of the positional MTag system is presented

also in [6].

<s id="s/inf/j/1994/cmpr9410:001-p24s3"> unique sentence ID

<f cap>�Sance word form token

<f>je word form token

<f>p�resto word form token

<f>minim�aln�� word form token

<d>. punctuation token

Figure 1.1 The SGML format of CNC illustrated by the Czech sentence �Sance je

p�resto minim�aln�� [lit. The chance is nevertheless minimal].

A morphologically annotated corpus can then be used to train a tagger

based on a probabilistic model (or another type of automatic tagger)

which in turn can be used to automatically annotate large amounts of

previously unseen (new) texts. Similar SGML markup is used there

(Fig. 1.4, SGML markup <MDl>, <MDt>).

2.1 ANNOTATION

The morphological level has been annotated by a separate team of

annotators. The group (seven undergraduate students with either a

computer science or linguistics background) proceeded in two separate

phases. During the �rst phase - for each text to be annotated - two

annotators independently chose the (lemma, MTag) pair from the list

suggested by the morphological analyzer. The two versions of the same

text were compared to each other, and then in the second phase another

6All other categories, such as person or tense, are irrelevant and denoted by a hyphen (-).
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<s id="s/inf/j/1994/cmpr9410:001-p24s3">

<f cap>�Sance<MMl>�sance<MMt>NNFP1-----A----<MMt>NNFP4-----A----

<MMt>NNFP5-----A----<MMt>NNFS1-----A----<MMt>NNFS2-----A----

<MMt>NNFS5-----A----

<f>je<MMl>b�yt<MMt>VB-S---3P-AA---<MMl>on<MMt>PPNS4--3-------

<MMt>PPXP4--3-------

<f>p�resto<MMl>p�resto<MMt>Dg-------1A----

<f>minim�aln��<MMl>minim�aln��<MMt>AAFP1----1A----

<MMt>AAFP4----1A----<MMt>AAFP5----1A----<MMt>AAFS1----1A----

<MMt>AAFS2----1A----<MMt>AAFS3----1A----<MMt>AAFS4----1A----

<MMt>AAFS5----1A----<MMt>AAFS6----1A----<MMt>AAFS7----1A----

<MMt>AAIP1----1A----<MMt>AAIP4----1A----<MMt>AAIP5----1A----

<MMt>AAIS1----1A----<MMt>AAIS4----1A----<MMt>AAIS5----1A----

<MMt>AAMP1----1A----<MMt>AAMP4----1A----<MMt>AAMP5----1A----

<MMt>AAMS1----1A----<MMt>AAMS5----1A----<MMt>AANP1----1A----

<MMt>AANP4----1A----<MMt>AANP5----1A----<MMt>AANS1----1A----

<MMt>AANS4----1A----<MMt>AANS5----1A----

<d>.<MMl>.<MMt>Z:-------------

Figure 1.2 Input sentence (from Fig. 1.1) after automatic morphological analysis

<s id="s/inf/j/1994/cmpr9410:001-p24s3">

<f cap>�Sance<l>�sance<t>NNFS1-----A----

<f>je<l>b�yt<t>VB-S---3P-AA---

<f>p�resto<l>p�resto<t>Dg-------1A----

<f>minim�aln��<l>minim�aln��<t>AAFS1----1A----

<d>.<l>.<t>Z:-------------

Figure 1.3 Annotated input sentence (from Fig. 1.2), after manual disambiguation

<s id="s/inf/j/1994/cmpr9410:001-p24s3">

<f cap>�Sance<MDl>�sance<MDt>NNFS1-----A----

<f>je<MDl>b�yt<MDt>VB-S---3P-AA---

<f>p�resto<MDl>p�resto<MDt>Dg-------1A----

<f>minim�aln�i<MDl>minim�aln��<MDt>AANS1----1A----

<d>.<MDl>.<MDt>Z:-------------

Figure 1.4 Tagged input sentence (from Fig. 1.1), with \automatic" tags

annotator resolved the di�erences between them. Six of the seven stu-

dents were the \�rst phase" annotators and only one was the \second

phase" were annotator-arbiter, with the hope of consistent tag assign-

ment throughout the corpus.

In order to make the annotation of texts more human-friendly (and

less error-prone), a special purpose tool has been developed. The tool
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was �rst implemented under Linux and then reimplemented for the MS

Windows platform.

The input text contained about 56% ambiguous tokens at the time of

the annotation7. In line with the observations of others (most notably,

[15]), we have found that about 4.9% of the input tokens were annotated

di�erently by the two \�rst phase" annotators. Almost all the di�erences

are caused by performance errors.

3. ANALYTICAL LEVEL

The analytical (syntactic) level of annotation([1]) is the second (mid-

dle) level of the overall annotation scheme. We have chosen the de-

pendency structure to represent the (surface) syntactic relations within

a sentence; no \phrase labels" are used. The dependency structure is

based on a dependency relation (often referred to as the relation of de-

termination, or mother/daughter, or head/modi�er relation) between a

governor and its dependent node (labeled by words) in a dependency

tree.

The basic design principles of the analytical level (or ATS, for Ana-

lytical Tree Structures) are:

(1) each word and each punctuation mark is represented by exactly one

node,

(2) no nodes are added (with the exception of a special \technical"

auxiliary root node of the tree),

(3) non-projectivity (i.e. crossing of edges) is allowed,

(4) the result is a dependency tree, in which the edges (links) are ex-

plicitly labeled analytical (syntactic) tags (STags),

(5) each node of the resulting analytical tree consists of three parts:

(a) the original word form,

(b) the morphological tag and lemma (which come from the mor-

phological level, unchanged),

(c) the syntactic tag (STag as a label of the dependency link).

All possible values (STags) of the analytical function attribute (afun)

are described in Table 1.A.1 in Appendix.

7The ambiguity level is largely determined by the morphological analyzer. As new words are
being added to its dictionary, more ambiguity is introduced.
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The annotation rules ([1]) follow the traditional grammar books when-

ever possible, but are both extended (where no guidance has been found

in such books) and modi�ed (where the current grammars are inconsis-

tent, for example).

Fig. 1.5 gives an example of the analytical-level annotation8 of the

sentence

(1) Do 15. kv�etna budou cestuj��c�� platit dosud platn�ym zp�usobem.

Until May 15, passengers will pay using the current scheme.

The original word forms as well as the STags assigned to the analytical

function node attributs are displayed. This example illustrates:

the extra root node of the tree, with the number of the sentence

within the �le;

the handling of an analytical verb form (AuxV budou + in�nitive

platit);

the fact that the verb is the governing node of the whole sen-

tence (or of every clause in compound sentences), as opposed to

the complex subject{complex predicate distinction made even in

the otherwise dependency-oriented traditional grammars of Czech,

such as ([22]);

an attachment of a manner-type adverbial to an analytical verb

form;

the handling of a date;

prepositional phrase structure (preposition as the governor);

and, of course, all the analytical functions at these nodes.

Figure 1.6 illustrates the SGML format of the PDT with both the

morphological and analytical levels marked. The morphological level

markup <l>, <t> is described above in Sect. 2.; the analytical level

markup <A>, <r> and <g> denotes the Stag (analytical function),

the token numerical ID (based on the surface word order within the

sentence) and the numerical ID of its governing token, respectively.

The annotation process was viewed as (an interative) process where

the rules for annotation were constructed based on the evidence found in

8Please note that for technical reasons, analytical functions are part of the dependent node
label, even though they refer to the dependency link as a whole.
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#1
AuxS

Do - Until
AuxP

15
Atr

.
AuxG

května - May
Adv

budou - will
AuxV

cestující - passengers
Sb

platit - pay
Pred

dosud - hitherto
Adv

platným - valid
Atr

způsobem - way
Adv

.
AuxK

Figure 1.5 Analytical level annotation of sentence (1)

<f cap>Do<l>do<t>RR--2----------<A>AuxP<r>1<g>7

<f num>15<l>15<t>C=-------------<A>Atr <r>2<g>4

<d>.<l>.<t>Z:-------------<A>AuxG<r>3<g>2

<f>kv�etna<l>kv�eten<t>NNIS2-----A----<A>Adv<r>4<g>1

<f>budou<l>b�yt<t>VB-P---3F-AA---<A>AuxV<r>5<g>7

<f>cestuj��c��<l>cestuj��c��<t>NNMP1-----A----<A>Sb <r>6<g>7

<f>platit<l>platit<t>Vf--------A----<A>Pred<r>7<g>0

<f>dosud<l>dosud<t>Db-------------<A>Adv<r>8<g>9

<f>platn�ym<l>platn�y<t>AAIS7----1A----<A>Atr<r>9<g>10

<f>zp�usobem<l>zp�usob<t>NNIS7-----A----<A>Adv<r>10<g>7

<d>.<l>.<t>Z:-------------<A>AuxK<r>11<g>0

Figure 1.6 The SGML format of the morphologically and analytically annotated

input sentence
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the data. Thus before the manual annotation began9, we explained the

basic principles of annotation to the annotators, and asked them to use

existing grammar books, most notably [22], an old, but still the most

suitable and authoritative description of Czech syntax. It is based on a

dependency framework, although there are some (easily identi�able and

replaceable) deviations. We were aware of the fact that there are many

gaps in such a traditional grammar from the point of view of an explicit

annotation: mainly, the requirement to have each input word represented

by a node in the tree (a demand quite natural from the computational

point of view) is largely not reected in any human-oriented grammar

description.

3.1 TREATMENT OF SPECIAL
PHENOMENA

We believe that the dependency structure we use is a very good for-

mal representation for the central notion of a dependency theory, i.e. the

determination relation. However, it is not simple to represent syntactic

relations of another type (non-determinative, such as coordination and

apposition) in a plain two-dimensional graph; therefore we have intro-

duced some special conventions for that purpose. Fig. 1.7 illustrates a

coordination of two members of a sentence (attributes in this case):

(2) V roce 1994 doch�az�� k m��rn�emu o�ziven�� sv�etov�e ekonomiky a

sv�etov�eho obchodu.

A weak rebound of the world's economy and world trade occurred

in 1994.

The analytical function at the coordinated nodes now contains an

Stag bearing a suÆx Co, which denotes coordinated nodes while still

keeping the information about the true original Stag. As an additional

rule, we have stated that all coordinated nodes must contain the same

Stag (with the exception of elliptical constructions).

When a syntactically ambiguous sentence is being analyzed and the

annotator is not able to decide on the preferred type of dependency

(either an adverbial dependency, where a verb is a head, or an adnominal

dependency with a noun as the head), and both readings are in fact

9The manual annotation proper was started in November 1996 and �nished in December
1999.
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#2
AuxS

V - In
AuxP

roce - year
Adv

1994
Atr

dochází - occurs
Pred

k - to
AuxP

mírnému - slight
Atr

oživení - revival
Obj

světové - world
Atr

ekonomiky - economics
Atr_Co

a - and
Coord

světového - world
Atr

obchodu - market
Atr_Co

.
AuxK

Figure 1.7 Example of coordination - sentence (2); lit. word translation used

plausible10, \double" analytical functions (ObjAtr, AdvAtr) are used,

see Examples (3) and (4):

(3) Modern�� teorie o byt�� �r��k�a, �ze byt��...

Modern theory of human beings says that human beings ...

(4) Napsal refer�at do v�edeck�eho �casopisu.

10As opposed to the case when simply there is not enough context to decide, or the annotator's

\world knowledge" is insuÆcient to separate the two incompatible readings; in such a case,
someone eventually has to decide just one of them.
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He has written a paper for a scienti�c journal.

In (3) either the dependency pair �r��k�a 'says' (as a mother node) and

o byt�� 'of human being' (daughter node with Obj(ect) function), or the

pair teorie 'theory' (mother) and o byt�� 'of human being' (daughter with

Attr(ibute) function) is present): here the \double" function ObjAtr11 is

applied. In Ex. (4) the same phenomenon occurs with the prepositional

case do �casopisu 'for a scienti�c journal', which will be labeled by the

AdvAtr function.

The sentence

(5) Ma�darsko a Slovensko o�cek�av�a stagnaci HDP, Polsko pokra�cuj��c��

r�ust.

Hungary and Slovakia expect the GDP to stay at while Poland

expects its continued growth.

and its analytical tree structure in Fig. 1.8 illustrate a situation when

no token can be found in the sentence to be the governor of `Poland'

and `growth' (i.e. the governor is deleted in the surface structure); in

such a case we use the label ExD (extra dependency, denoting that the

governor is actually missing) and point the dependency link towards a

node that would normally govern the missing one. Even though in many

sentences the missing node could easily be identi�ed, we have decided

not to add it at this level of annotation (thus sticking with the �rst and

second basic principles of analytical level annotation) and deal with the

problem properly at the third, tectogrammatical level.

A detailed description of the conventions used can be found in [1].

3.2 TWO MODES OF ANNOTATION

At the beginning of the annotation e�ort the annotators were con-

structing the syntactic structure and deciding on the analytical functions

at the tree nodes purely manually with only the help of \user-friendly"

software with a graphical interface ([14]; see also Sect. 5.5). The only

information they had at this stage was the textual form of the sentence

itself, and a morphological analysis of each token (not disambiguated,

however).

Later, after macro programming capabilities had been added to the

annotation software, a set of (manually written) rules was used to pre-

assign the analytical functions (STags) to a completed tree. The anno-

tators �rst had to manually build the tree structure, then - at a press

11The order of the simple STags within the \double" Stag is not important.
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#3
AuxS

Maďarsko - Hungary
Sb_Co

a - and
Coord

Slovensko - Slovakia
Sb_Co

očekává - expects
Pred_Co

stagnaci - stagnation
Obj

HDP - GDP
Atr

,
Coord

Polsko - Poland
ExD_Co

pokračující - ongoing
Atr

růst - growth
ExD_Co

.
AuxK

Figure 1.8 Example of ellipsis handling - sentence (5); lit. word translation used

of a button - the rules applied and populated the tree with possible

STags achieving about 80% precision12. The annotators then reviewed,

inserted, selected and/or corrected the resulting STags.

Once enough data had been annotated, even more preprocessing was

introduced. Collins' lexicalized stochastic parser ([2]) was adapted to

suit the data structure and format and trained on 19126 analytically an-

notated Czech sentences, assigning 80% of dependencies correctly. Our

adaptation ([7], [3]) consists mainly of determining the phrase structure

from the dependency structure13 and the phrase labels from morpholo-

gy14, since Collins' parser works with labeled parse trees.

Using the parsing results in the later stages of the annotation e�ort,

the annotators' task had changed: instead of building the tree structure

from scratch, they were instructed to review the structure created by

the parser, and correct it if necessary. The rest of the task remained

unchanged; the analytical functions15 were assigned by the manually

written rules and checked by the annotators.

12About 10% of nodes have been left without any Stag, and about 5% of nodes got more

than one Stag.
13Which is a non-trivial task since the dependency-to-bracketing mapping is one-to-many.
14This is also a non-trivial task given the rich inectional morphology Czech enjoys, leading

to data sparseness problems.
15Analytical functions are not used nor produced by the adapted Collins' parser.
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Fig. 1.9 presents the analytic tree structure for the sentence

(6) Ve svobodn�ych celn��ch z�on�ach dnes pracuj�� po cel�em sv�et�e �cty�ri

miliony lid��.

Today, four million people work o�-shore all over the world.

which has been parsed correctly by the parser. At this sentence size, the

parser's output is almost error-free. However, complicated, incomplete,

coordinated, and/or partially ungrammatical sentences are unfortunate-

ly quite common in the treebank and are rarely parsed without an error.

We have analyzed parsing results obtained on a randomly chosen set of

50 sentences, and found that 19 sentences were correctly assigned all the

dependency links, 7 sentences contained one wrong dependency, and the

rest required more than one intervention by the annotator.

#50

In
Ve

free
svobodných

customs
celních

zones
zónách

today
dnes

work
pracují

in
po

whole
celém

world
světě

four
čtyři

millions
milióny

people
lidí

.

Figure 1.9 Sentence (6) correctly parsed by Collins' statistical parser
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It is interesting to note than the Collins' statistical parser makes

\human-like" errors16 in most cases, as exempli�ed in the sentence (7):

(7) Uv�ad�� se v anal�yze Komer�cn�� banky, kterou jsme dostali minul�y

t�yden.

It is presented in the Komer�cn�� bank's analysis, which we ob-

tained last week.

The relative clause was (semantically) incorrectly determined to be a

modi�er of the noun banka `bank' (instead of anal�yza `analysis') because

the morphological tags of both banka `bank' and anal�yza `analysis' are

possible antecedents for the relative pronoun kterou `which' (based on

number and gender agreement).

We can also examine the nature of the errors the parser makes outside

the project to obtain very important material for the study of syntactic

irregularities and idiosyncrasies.

4. MERGING THE MORPHOLOGICAL AND
THE ANALYTICAL SYNTACTIC LEVEL

As has already been mentioned, the texts used for PDT come from the

Czech National Corpus. They are reasonably but not 100% clean17 and

already have an SGML markup (Fig. 1.1). These texts are then mor-

phologically analyzed, and after that, they are annotated simultaneously

on both the morphological as well as the analytical levels (see Fig. 1.10

for a general scheme)18. The separately produced annotations must be

then merged into a single resource. Due to the less than perfect state

of the input texts, some manual corrections (such as adding or delet-

ing a wrongly introduced sentence boundary) are done to the original

markup, making the merging task nontrivial. The merging procedure is

a semi-automatic process; any discrepancies must be resolved manually.

5. TECTOGRAMMATICAL LEVEL

The third level of annotation, the tectogrammatical level, aims to

describe the linguistic meaning of a sentence. It also uses the dependency

framework; in fact, it is at this level where the Functional Generative

Perspective ([21]) is followed most closely (and for the �rst time applied

to real data).

16Of a semantically slightly challenged human, that is; purely syntactic errors are truly rare.
17Duplicates are removed, numbers normalized and marked, sentence breaks identi�ed, etc.
18Obviously, we would have more (pre)processing options if we could do the morphological

annotation �rst in full and the analytical level afterwards; unfortunately, various organiza-
tional, human resource, and funding constraints prevented that from happening.
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-
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Figure 1.10 The scheme of merging the morphological and the analytical levels

5.1 FROM THE ANALYTICAL TO THE
TECTOGRAMMATICAL LEVEL OF
REPRESENTATION

In comparison to the analytic tree structures (ATS), the tectogram-

matical tree structures (TGTS) have the following characteristics:

(a) only autosemantic (lexical) words have a node of their own, while

the correlates of function words (auxiliaries, prepositions etc.) are

attached as indices to the autosemantic words to which they \be-

long" (auxiliaries and conjunctions to lexical verbs, prepositions

to nouns, etc.);

(b) nodes are added in case of clearly speci�ed deletions on the surface

level;

(c) non-projectivity (i.e., crossing of edges with each other or with per-

pendiculars incident to nodes) is not allowed; the relevant nodes

are rearranged so that the condition of projectivity is met in the

TGTS; the rearrangament is not arbitrary, though: it follows from

the information structure of the sentence (see also (e) below);

(d) analytic functions are substituted by tectogrammatical functions

(such as Actor/Bearer, Patient, Addressee, Origin, E�ect, di�erent

kinds of Circumstantials);

(e) basic features of the information structure of the sentences (Topic-

Focus Articulation) are added.
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5.2 TECTOGRAMMATICAL LEVEL OF
REPRESENTATION

A detailed, though still tentative description of the attributes and

their values assigned to nodes of the TGTS is given in [12]. For the

purpose of perspicuity we give here a brief overview of the character of

the labels; Table 1.A.2 in Appendix contains a list of all the attributes

as prepared for the annotators (at this stage of the project).

Each label consists basically of three sets of attributes: the lexical

value of the word (in the present phase, this value consists of the lemma

attribute: trlemma), the so-called (morphosyntactic) grammatemes, re-

ecting the meaning of morphological categories, and the so-called func-

tors, corresponding to syntactic functions (for the di�erence between

grammatemes and functors, cf. the writings of the Functional Genera-

tive Description, esp. [20], [18], [21]). In addition to these three parts,

there is an attribute tfa attached to each node, capturing the basic fea-

tures of the topic-focus articulation of the sentence; the three values of

this attribute are T(opic), F(ocus) and C(ontrast).

Among the (morphosyntactic) grammatemes there are attributes for

three kinds of modality (sentential, verbal, and that expressed by modal

verbs: sentmod, verbmod, deontmod), tense, aspect, iterativeness, num-

ber, gender, and degrees of comparison (degcmp).

About 40 functors (func) are distinguished, such as actor/bearer, ad-

dressee, patient, origin, e�ect, cause, regard, concession, aim, manner,

extent, substitution, accompaniment, locative, means, temporal, atti-

tude, cause, regard, directional, benefactive, comparison; there are also

speci�c functors for dependents on nouns, as e.g. material, appurte-

nance, restrictive and descriptive adjunct, the relation of identity (see

Table 1.A.2 in Appendix; compare also a similar scenario based on an

assignment of `cases' as presented in [13], or the assignment of predicate-

argument structure as suggested by [15] and performed by [17]). In

addition to the above functors, we work with a more subtle di�erenti-

ation of syntactic relations by means of the so-called syntactic gram-

matemes (in the present scheme, there are 12 syntactic grammatemes,

attribute gram). The temporal relation can be supplemented by one of

the grammatemes `before', `after', and `on', accompaniment, regard and

benefactive are accompanied by a positive or a negative grammateme

(with/without, for/against). The possibility to express an uncertain-

ty of the annotator is ensured (either by means of an assignment of a

second functor or by adding a special mark denoting that the assign-

ment of the value of the functor is doubted). There are no remaining

\double" functors anymore (cf. Sect. 3.1). The node attributes listed in
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Table 1.A.2 in Appendix are reserved for future annotation e�orts, e.g.

marking the coreference relation, or some technical purpose (marking of

deleted/inserted nodes.)

In order to preserve the form of a tree for the TGTS, we work with a

special node of coordination, with values such as conjunction, disjunc-

tion, gradation, adversative relation, consequence, reason and apposi-

tion.

5.3 AUTOMATIC AND MANUAL
PROCESSING

The transduction of the analytic trees to the tectogrammatical ones

is conceived of in two phases:

(a) an automatic tree `pruning' and transformation,

(b) a manual procedure (with the help of speci�cally designed software

tools).

In the following sections we focus on the �rst of the two procedures,

namely on the automatic procedure translating analytic tree structures

to tectogrammatical tree structures. More detailed rules for building the

�nal TGTS manually can be found in [11] and [12].

5.4 AUTOMATIC PREPROCESSING

The input to the automatic procedure are the analytic trees. The

main task of the procedure is to reduce the number of nodes in the tree

by creating complex labels of the nodes that represent more than one

word (as a result of the attachment of synsemantic words to the autose-

mantic ones, see point 5.1 (a)) and to translate the values of synseman-

tic words into the attributes of autosemantic words. The nodes in the

pre-processed tree keep the values of all the analytical attributes and

newly created attributes are added for the description of the properties

of the TGTS briey characterized in Section 5.2. The nodes deleted in

the automatic procedure are in fact only marked as hidden (and are not

considered to be part of the TGTS nor are they displayed on the screen),

but they remain in the tree structure and can be examined if needed.

Thus no information gets lost for later research and analysis.

5.5 TOOLS

The same macro programming language on the analytical level has

been taken advantage of within the tree structure editor, since it is a
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powerful tool for handling tree structures. The following operations are

available:

(i) get a value of a given attribute of a given node,

(ii) assign an attribute a value,

(iii) �nd parent of a node,

(iv) �nd the left or right brother of a node,

(v) cut and paste a subtree.

The macros work either in an interactive mode, so that they can be

run in the editor for the displayed tree, or in a batch mode, for pre-

processing all the trees in a �le.

Automatic Tree Structure Modi�cations. The following tree mod-

i�cations are performed fully automatically in a batch mode, before the

annotators get the data for manual work.

(i) Merge the verb with its auxiliary nodes (having the category AuxV

or AuxT as their analytical function in ATS) and assign the values

of the grammatemes of tense and verb modality to the respective

verb on the basis of the lexical values of these auxiliary nodes.

The lemmas of the merged nodes are concatenated into the trlema

attribute of the verb. The original auxiliary nodes are deleted.

(ii) Merge the modal verb with the autosemantic verb that depends on

it in the ATS. This procedure works in three steps: the tree is

rearranged so that the modal verb depends on the autosemantic

verb, the value for the attribute deontmod of the latter verb is

assigned according to the lexical value of the modal verb, and the

modal verb node is deleted.

(iii) Merge the nodes of complex prepositions and complex conjunctive

expressions into a single node.

(iv) Delete the nodes for prepositions; the lexical values of the prepo-

sitions are temporarily `preserved' as values of the attribute fw

(function word) of the respective governing noun and wait for fur-

ther (manual) treatment. In case of coordination the prepositions

are added to all coordinated nodes.

(v) Delete the nodes representing subordinating conjunctions; the lem-

ma of a conjunction is again `preserved' as a value of the `fw' at-

tribute of the dependent verb and thus prepared for further (man-
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ual) treatment. In case of coordination the conjunction is added

to all coordinated nodes.

(vi) Switch the direction of dependency for certain numerals and count-

ed nouns (the numeral governs the noun in some cases on the ana-

lytical level, while in the tectogrammatical representation the noun

should always be the governing node).

(vii) Change the governor of the predicative complement; the comple-

ment in the TGTS depends on the verb (while in the ATS the de-

pendency relation on the verb was only implicit, with the explicit

relation to the respective noun or adjective). Assign the number of

the original governor to the cornum attribute of the complement

(thus marking a trace where the complement was moved from).

(viii) Delete all auxiliary nodes with the analytic function AuxX.

(ix) Fill the unresolved attribute values by one of the following special

values: `???' indicates that the value needs to be processed man-

ually, the value NIL is temporarily assigned to the attributes for

which this value is expected to apply in most cases (e.g. attribute

antec), and the value NA is assigned to the nodes where the given

attribute is not applicable (e.g. tense for nouns).

Procedures that can be called manually for selected subtrees.

In addition to the procedures that are invoked automatically (i.e. in the

batch mode before the manual annotation starts), the tree editor o�ers

a possibility for the human annotators to invoke certain procedures in

case they need to carry out some rather complex modi�cation of the

tree structure. The following tasks can be performed by using a single

keystroke:

(i) Merge the current node with its mother into a single complex node.

(ii) Merge the current node as a function word with its mother. This

procedure is called for prepositions or conjunctions not annotated

in the ATS as such, and therefore not touched automatically).

(iii) Delete (hide) or undelete (restore) a subtree.

(iv) Add a node for an Actor of the given verb. This procedure is called

when the subject of the verb is missing in the ATS (due to the pro-

drop character of Czech). The new node is added as the daughter

of the verb that is immediately \before" it. Mark the node by

adding the value ELID in the attribute elided. Similar procedures

can be used for other cases of adding nodes.
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(v) Add a node for a missing verb.

(vi) Add a node as a daughter of the selected node. This procedure is

used for adding the missing complements of the governor.

5.6 ILLUSTRATION

In order to illustrate the di�erences between the ATS and the TGT-

S and the transformation described above, we show here the two tree

structures for the Czech sentence

(8) Kdo chce investovat dv�e st�e tis��c korun do nov�eho automobilu,

nelekne se, �ze benz��n byl zm�enou z�akona trochu zdra�zen.

He who wants to invest two hundred thousand crowns into a new

car does not get frightened by the fact that gas was made a little

bit more expensive due to a law change.

Fig. 1.11 is an ATS of the sentence (8), in which each word (as well

as each punctuation mark) has a node of its own; only the lexical tags

and the analytic functions are displayed.

In a (dramatically) simpli�ed TGTS of the same sentence (Fig. 1.12)

the tags written in lowercase letters denote the lexical values of the

nodes; the uppercased tags are values of the dependency relations (at-

tribute func) together with some of the grammatemes (deontmod, func

and the tfa attribute). The value DSPP at the main verb of the sentence

denotes that the given sentence is a part of a direct speech. For the

purpose of perspicuity of the trees, morphological grammatemes other

than those transformed from the function words occurring in the ATS

are not displayed in our illustrative example. The tags T and F are

the values of the attribute tfa capturing the backbone of the topic-focus

articulation (information structure) of the sentence.

6. PDT VERSIONS 1.0 AND 2.0

The PDT version 1.0 is the full version of the PDT, containing about

three times more tokens and sentences than the PDT version 0.519.

The PDT version 1.0 contains complete manual annotation on the

morphological and analytical levels. The volume on the morphological

level is slightly higher (about 1.8M tokens), because a separate set of

training data is needed to train taggers that might be used in the tra-

19Version 0.5 (\halfway through", rather optimistically) released in 1998
(http://ufal.ms.m�.cuni.cz/pdt/pdt.html) contains 26610 sentences and 456705 tokens.
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Figure 1.11 A Simpli�ed ATS of sentence (8)

ditional serial20 approach to statistical parsing. On the analytical level,

about 1.3M tokens in about 90k sentences are annotated.

The annotation e�ort resulting in PDT version 1.0, including a prepa-

ration phrase and a checking phase, took �ve years. A total of 22 people

have been involved in one phase of the project or another, with about

17 simultaneously at the peak time. The total cost of the project can be

determined only roughly, given the various funding sources and schemes;

it is estimated at about $600,000 over the �ve-year period.

The PDT version 2.0 will add the �nal third level of annotation (tec-

togrammatical annotation) to PDT version 1.0. It will be available with

a reduced amount of data as preliminary \version 1.5" during 2002, and

the �nal data volume will be reached at the end of 2004. The current

plan is to annotate the tectogrammatical structure (deleting and adding

20If automatic tagging and parsing of a new text is done in this order, it is better to train

the parser on an automatically tagged training corpus using an identical tagger (cf. also

Fig. 1.4). The tagger must obviously be trained on di�erent training data to achieve realistic
results.
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Figure 1.12 A Simpli�ed TGTS of sentence (8)

nodes, changing the \deep" word order etc.) �rst, and then annotate

the rest, adding values to attributes one by one or in small groups. We

do not expect all the attributes described in Table 1.A.1 in Appendix

to be present21 in either version, but an example �le will be provided

with all of them, in as high volume as possible. After 2004, the re-

maining attributes will continue to be �lled in by manual and enhanced

semi-automatic procedures.

The total e�ort resulting eventually in PDT version 2.0 will take

roughly the same resources as version 1.0 did (slightly less people but

somewhat higher total estimated expenses). Also, errors encountered at

the lower two levels of annotation will be continuously corrected during

this phase, and re-released in version 2.0.

21Currently, a high-volume annotation e�ort has started for the attributes func and tfa. Also,

many morphosyntactic attributes, such as number, tense and many others can be and will
be �lled in automatically.
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7. CONCLUSION

Everybody certainly agrees that building a treebank is a diÆcult task.

Our belief is, however, that all the hard work will pay o� in that not

only we who are building it, but all computational linguists interested

in morphology and syntax of natural languages in general, and of Czech

and other inectional and free word order languages in particular, will

bene�t from its existence. The building of the treebank has been very

fruitful even now, two-thirds of the way through the whole treebank

annotation.
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Appendix

afun Description

Pred Predicate if it depends on the added root node (main predicate)

Sb Subject

Obj Object

Adv Adverbial (without a detailed type distinction)

Atv Complement; technically depends on its non-verbal governor

AtvV Complement; if only one governor is present (the verb)

Atr Attribute

Pnom Nominal predicate's nominal part, depends on the copula \to be"

AuxV Auxiliary Verb \to be" (b�yt)

Coord Coordination node

Apos Apposition node

AuxT Reexive particle se, lexically bound to its verb

AuxR Reexive particle se, which is neither Obj nor AuxT (passive)

AuxP Preposition, or a part of compound preposition

AuxC Conjunction (subordinate)

AuxO (Superuously) referring particle or emotional particle

AuxZ Rhematizer or other mode acting to stress another constituent

AuxX Comma (but not the main coordinating comma)

AuxG Other graphical symbols not classi�ed as AuxK

AuxY Other words, such as particles without speci�c

(syntactic) function, parts of lexical idioms, etc.

AuxS The (arti�cially created) root of the tree (#)

AuxK Punctuation at the end of sentence or direct speech or citation clause

ExD Ellipsis handling (Ex-Dependency): function for nodes which
\pseudo-depend" on a mode on which they would not

if there were no ellipsis

AtrAtr A node (analytical function: an attribute) which could depend

AdvAtr also on its governor's governor (and have the appropriate other function).

ObjAtr There must be no semantic or situational di�erence between the two

cases (or more, in case of several attributes depending on each other).

Table 1.A.1 Values of the analytical function attribute (STags)
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Attribute Values (any value is possible if the list is not given)

trlemma string

gender ANIMjINANjFEMjNEUTjNAj???

number SGjPLjNAj???

degcmp POSjCOMPjSUPjNAj???

tense SIMjANTjPOSTjNAj???

aspect PROCjCPLjRESjNAj???

iterativeness IT1jIT0jNAj???

verbmod INDjIMPjCDNjNAj???

deontmod DECLjDEBjHRTjVOLjPOSSjPERM
jFACjNAj???

sentmod ENUNCjEXCLjDESIDjIMPERjINTERjNAj???

tfa TjFjCjNAj???

func jACTjPATjADDRjEFFjORIGjACMPjADVSjAIMjAPPjAPPSjATT
jBENjCAUSjCNCSjCONDjCONJjCOMPLjCPRjCRITjCSQjCTERF
jDENOTjDESjDIFFjDIR1jDIR2jDIR3jDISJjETHDjEXT
jFRWHjGRADjIDjINTFjINTTjHERjLOCjMANNjMATjMEANSjMOD
jNORMjPARjPRECjREASjREGjRESLjRESTRjRHEMjRSTRjSUBS
jTFHLjTHLjTHOjTOWHjTPARjTSINjTTILLjTWHENjVOCjVOCAT
jNAjSENTj???

gram 0jGNEGjDISTRjAPPXjGPARTjGMULTjVCTjPNRELjONjBEFjAFT
jJAFTjINTV

reltype COjPAjNILj???

fw string

phraseme string

del ELIDjELEXjEXPNjNILj???

quoted QUOTjNILj???

dsp DSPjDSPPjNILj???

coref ID number (pointer)

cornum ID number (pointer)

corstn PREVjNILj???

antec all 'func' values

Table 1.A.2 List of the TGTS attributes and their values
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